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Political Economy of Palestine Springer Science &
Business Media
This book offers a rich perspective on Africa’s
agency in the changing global order marked by
intense geopolitical contestations. It discusses
ways in which the African continent has been on
the margins of the global economic system because
of the actions of major powers and Africa’s own
leaders, and how this legacy can be overcome. The
book covers an uncharted ground in analyzing the
intersection between geopolitical rivalry, digital
futures, and Africa’s place in the world. This
text makes a clarion call for African leaders and
citizens to define better development pathways for
the continent through insisting on ethical and
transformation leadership as well as building
credible institutions that are inclusive. This,
according to the author, will ensure a sounder
basis for Africa’s positive agency. Further, the
book makes a strong case for structural
transformation that is innovation-led, and that
African decision-makers should leverage US-China
rivalries to achieve Africa’s own development
interests.

New Left Perspectives from the Region SAGE
This book explores the politics behind “de-liberalization”,
defined as policy reforms that constrain markets and their

underlying mechanisms. By offering a comparative study on the
governmental reform strategies and policy choices of Austria,
Germany and Switzerland, it demonstrates that de-liberalization
processes are a common reform option for governments.
Utilizing a novel dataset on liberalization covering policy reform
trajectories in 38 industrialized countries between 1973 and
2013, it shows that governments often draw on strategies of de-
liberalization in the fields of social, welfare and labor market
policy, where they can be used as compensation for the
electorate in the context of liberalizing reforms. As such, the
book makes an important contribution to the field of political
economy by capturing the turning of the tide in scholarly and
policy attention, away from liberalization and towards a re-
embedding and re-regulation of economic activity.
The Politics of Tuition Fees and Subsidies in OECD
Countries,1945–2015 Springer Nature
This book describes the path ahead. It combines system
transformation researchwith political economy and
change leadership insights when discussing the needfor
a great mindshift in how human wellbeing, economic
prosperity and healthyecosystems are understood if the
Great Transformations ahead are to lead to
moresustainability. It shows that history is made by
purposefully acting humans andintroduces
transformative literacy as a key skill in leading the
radical incremental change
Institutional Capacity and the Automotive Industry Springer
Nature
This book presents an overview of political economic change in
Vietnam during a period of significant social and economic change
and an era of international turbulence. It combines various political
economic perspectives to offer an integrated and comprehensive

review of Vietnam’s recent development, discussing topics such as
public administrative reform, labour markets and special economic
zones, environmental management and other important
contemporary issues. This concise and highly readable book
includes a considerable amount of research, and as such provides
valuable insights for scholars and researchers interested in political
economic change and in Vietnam.
The Political Economy and Islam of the Middle East The Political
Economy of China—US RelationsDigital Futures and African
Agency
This volume analyzes changing patterns of authority in the global
political economy with an in-depth look at the new roles played by
state and non-state actors, and addresses key themes including the
provision of global public goods, new modes of regulation and the
potential of new institutions for global governance.
Relational Economics Springer Nature
By the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, in most
parts of Eastern Europe, high expectations associated with
postsocialist transition have been substituted by disillusionment.
After 1990, Eastern Europe has been internationally treated
with a low-interest acknowledgement of what was understood as
a slow and erratic, but unquestionable process of integration in a
Western-dominated world order. In the context of todays
geopolitical reorganization, East European examples of
authoritarian politics once again become discussed as significant
reference points for Western and global politics. This book
represents a contribution to this debate from a distinctive East
European perspective: that of new left scholars and activists
from the region, whose lifetime largely corresponds to the
transformations of the postsocialist period, and who came to
develop an understanding of their environment in terms of its
relations to global capitalist processes. A both theoretical and
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empirical contribution, the book provides essential insights on
topics conventionally associated with East European transition
from privatization to the politicized slogans of corruption or civil
society, and analyzes their connection to the newest
reconfigurations of postsocialist capitalist regimes. As a
contribution to contemporary debates on the present global socio-
political transformation, this collection does not only seek to
debate analytical statements, but also to change the field where
analytical stakes are set, by adding perspectives that think
Eastern Europes global relations from within the regional
context and its political stakes. Agnes Gagyi works on East
European politics and social movements from the perspective of
the regions long-term global integration. She is researcher on
East European social movements at the University of
Gothenburg, and member of the Working Group for Public
Sociology Helyzet in Budapest. Ondrej Slacalek is a political
scientist and journalist, he focuses on East European politics,
nationalism and social movements. He works at Charles
University, Prague. He is a regular collaborator of Czech new
left journal A2/A2larm.
What Kind of a Social System Is Capitalism? Springer
Understanding the governance of nations is a key challenge in
contemporaneous political economy. This book provides new
advances and the latest research in the field of political
economy, dealing with the study of institutions, governance,
democracy and elections. The volume focuses on issues such as
the role of institutions and political governance in society, the
working of democracy and the electoral performance in several
case studies. The chapters involve cutting edge research on
many different countries, including the USA, Great Britain,
Germany, Spain and the Third World. The authors of the
chapters are leading scholars in political economy from
America, Europe and Asia.
The Political Economy of De-liberalization Springer Nature
The term ‘wasta stems from the Arabic root for ‘middle’ or
‘medium’ and describes the phenomenon of using
‘connections’ to find job, government services or other favors to
circumvent bureaucracy or bypass the system as a whole. The effects
of ‘wasta’ may be both positive or negative, and is not a
phenomenon that is particular to the Arab or Muslim world, but also
to many other cultures and regions of the world, with similar
concepts popularly known as ubuntu, guanxi, harambee,
naoberschop, or “old boy network” used in African, Chinese and

European societies. By its very nature ‘wasta’ is an area of grey or
even black information, and, like corruption to which it is most often
associated, is hard to assess although country corruption perception
indexes attempt to provide a quantifiable basis. In the final analysis
such ratings are based on perceptions of corruption, and this
perception may vary strongly depending on different societal
structures and cultural modes, whether these are extended family
systems, tribal, clans or more atomized societies where relationships
are essentially transactional and rule based. In a western perspective
where ‘wasta’ may be considered as a form of corruption, in other
societies it may be perceived as something ‘natural’ and not
criminal, and using one's ‘wasta’ in tribal societies to help clan
members is seen as a duty. The difference stems from the 'innocent '
use of ‘wasta’ to make introductions, as opposed to its abuse in
placing unqualified persons in positions .The volume brings together
academics and professional experts to examine a range of multi-
faceted social, economic and political issues raised by the use and
abuse of social networking, covering various topics like: ‘wasta’
interpersonal connections in family and business ties, The relationship
between inequality-adjusted human development and corruption
perception indexes in the Gulf region, ‘wasta’ and business
networking, assessing the economic cost of ‘wasta’, ‘wasta’ and
its impact on quality oriented education reform and the perceptions of
young people, The use of ‘wasta’ to overcome socio-cultural
barriers for women and men The volume also offers insights into
social relations and ethics, and how the use of ‘wasta’ contradicts
with common held religious principles, along with some country
studies on Islamic principles and the use of ‘wasta’. Mohamed
Ramady is a Visiting Associate Professor, King Fahd University of
Petroleum and Minerals, Saudi Arabia.
The Political Economy of Wasta: Use and Abuse of Social Capital
Networking Springer Nature
For students of international political economy, it is hard to ignore the
growth, dynamism, and global impact of East Asia. Japan and China are
two of the largest economies in the world, in a region now accounting for
almost 30 percent more trade than the United States, Canada, and Mexico
combined. What explains this increasing wealth and burgeoning power? In
his new text, Ming Wan illustrates the diverse ways that the domestic
politics and policies of countries within East Asia affect the region’s
production, trade, exchange rates, and development, and are in turn
affected by global market forces and international institutions. Unlike most
other texts on East Asian political economy that are essentially comparisons
of major individual countries, Wan effectively integrates key thematic issues
and country-specific examples to present a comprehensive overview of East
Asia’s role in the world economy. The text first takes a comparative look
at the region’s economic systems and institutions to explore their
evolution—a rich and complex story that looks beyond the response to

Western pressures. Later chapters are organized around close examination
of production, trade, finance, and monetary relations. While featuring
extended discussion of China, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan, Wan is
inclusive in his analysis, with coverage including Myanmar, Thailand, Laos,
Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Brunei, and the
Philippines. The text is richly illustrated with more than fifty tables, figures,
and maps that present the latest economic and political data to help
students better visualize trends and demographics. Each chapter ends with
extensive lists of suggested readings.
A Political Economy of Free Zones in Gulf Arab States Springer
Nature
This book explores the political economy of Hungary from the
mid-1970s to the present. Widely considered a ‘poster boy’
of neoliberal transformation in post-communist Eastern Europe
until the mid-2000s, Hungary has in recent years developed into
a model ‘illiberal’ regime. Constitutional checks-and-
balances are non-functioning; the independent media, trade
unions, and civil society groups are constantly attacked by the
authorities; there is widespread intolerance against minorities
and refugees; and the governing FIDESZ party, led by Prime
Minister Viktor Orbán, controls all public institutions and
increasingly large parts of the country’s economy. To make
sense of the politico-economical roller coaster that Hungary has
experienced in the last four decades, Fabry employs a Marxian
political economy approach, emphasising competitive
accumulation, class struggle (both between capital and labour, as
well as different ‘fractions of capital’), and uneven and
combined development. The author analyses the neoliberal
transformation of the Hungarian political economy and argues
that the drift to authoritarianism under the Orbán regime
cannot be explained as a case of Hungarian exceptionalism, but
rather represents an outcome of the inherent contradictions of
the variety of neoliberalism that emerged in Hungary after
1989.
From State Capitalism to Authoritarian Neoliberalism Springer Nature
This book presents state-of-the-art research in political economy dealing
with the decision making process under different political institutions. It
focuses on the role that states and governments have on political outcomes
and on the well-being of individuals, taking into account the differences
that arise across autocracies and democracies and within political regimes.
The research in this book is embedded with the political economy and
social choice traditions and uses the rigorous frameworks of economics,
political science and social choice theory to show how institutional settings
shape social choices of a group of individuals or a nation. The
contributions in this volume use a variety of cutting-edge game theory and
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mathematical tools as well as data and simulations that coupled with
statistical techniques help us gain greater insights into these issues.
How COVID-19 Reshapes New World Order: Political Economy
Perspective Springer
This book analyzes the political economy of the MENA region with a focus
on pre-revolutionary political and economic conditions, the 2011
revolution itself, and post-revolutionary political processes in Tunisia. The
author places particular emphasis on the political role of women, Islam,
and democracy after the revolution, and argues that post-Revolution
Tunisia serves as an ideal model for the MENA region to follow. This
volume will interest scholars, students, researchers, and everyone who is
interested in the politics of MENA and political economy.
The Political Economy of Social Choices Palgrave Macmillan
This textbook offers a comprehensive guide to the systematic
structure of capitalism, while at the same time introducing
readers to all three volumes of Marx’s Capital. Based on his
extensive expertise on Marx’s critique of political economy,
the author reveals the specific structure of production in
capitalist societies and explicates what sets this system apart
from other modes of production. Marx’s political economy is
explained in a systematic and easy-to-understand manner, using
numerous illustrative diagrams to complement the text. This
textbook will appeal to all students and scholars looking for a
more comprehensive, systematic and theoretical explanation of
capitalism, equipping them with a solid theoretical
understanding of its core structure.
The Accumulation of Capital Springer
This book explores the political economy of Palestine through
critical, interdisciplinary, and decolonial perspectives, underscoring
that an approach to economics that does not consider the political—a
de-politicized economics—is inadequate to understanding the
situation in occupied Palestine. A critical interdisciplinary approach
to political economy challenges prevailing neoliberal logics and
structures that reproduce racial capitalism, and explores how the
political economy of occupied Palestine is shaped by processes of
accumulation by exploitation and dispossession from both Israel and
global business, as well as from Palestinian elites. A decolonial
approach to Palestinian political economy foregrounds struggles
against neoliberal and settler colonial policies and institutions, and
aids in the de-fragmentation of Palestinian life, land, and political
economy that the Oslo Accords perpetuated, but whose histories of
de-development over all of Palestine can be traced back for over a
century. The chapters in this book offer an in-depth contextualization
of the Palestinian political economy, analyze the political economy of
integration, fragmentation, and inequality, and explore and

problematize multiple sectors and themes of political economy in the
absence of sovereignty.
Digital Futures and African Agency Springer
Political Economy and the Novel: A Literary History of
‘Homo Economicus’ provides a transhistorical account of
homo economicus (economic man), demonstrating this figure’s
significance to economic theory and the Anglo-American novel
over a 250-year period. Beginning with Adam Smith’s seminal
texts – Theory of Moral Sentiments and The Wealth of
Nations – and Henry Fielding’s A History of Tom Jones, this
book combines the methodologies of new historicism and new
economic criticism to investigate the evolution of the homo
economicus model as it traverses through Ricardian economics
and Jane Austen’s Sanditon; J. S. Mill and Charles Dickens’
engagement with mid-Victorian dualities; Keynesianism and
Mrs Dalloway’s exploration of post-war consumer impulses;
the a/moralistic discourses of Friedrich von Hayek, and Ayn
Rand’s Atlas Shrugged; and finally the virtual crises of the
twenty-first century financial market and Don DeLillo’s
Cosmopolis. Through its sustained comparative analysis of
literary and economic discourses, this book transforms our
understanding of the genre of the novel and offers critical new
understandings of literary value, cultural capital and the moral
foundations of political economy.
The Political Economy of China—US Relations Springer
This volume analyzes international agreements from a political
economy perspective. In four essays, it raises the question of whether
domestic institutions help explain if countries join international
agreements, and in case they do, what type of international
organization they join. The book examines how specific democratic
design elements channel and mediate domestic demands directed at
politicians, and how under certain circumstances entering
international agreements helps politicians navigate these demands to
their benefit. The volume also distinguishes between different types of
international instruments with a varying expected constraining effect
upon member states, and empirically tests if this matters for
incentives to join. The volume addresses scholars, students, and
practitioners interested in a better understanding of how the shape of
domestic institutions affects politicians’ incentives to enter into
binding international agreements.
Contributions of Political Economy Springer
This book introduces the research agenda of relational economics as a
political economy for the governance of local and global economic
transactions in modern societies. It analyses the mechanisms of global value

creation and production networks by studying cooperation in intra- and
inter-firm networks, intersectoral stakeholder management, and
transcultural leadership. The author develops a categorical taxonomy for
private and public value creation based on the effective and efficient
interlinking of, and interaction between, a range of resources and abilities.
In contrast to mainstream economics, which largely focuses on the laws of
discrete and dyadic exchange transactions, this book assesses the polyvalent
characteristics of relational transactions. The chief categories involved in an
economic theory of the relations between events are the relational
transactions and their various forms of governance; the polycontextual
cooperation between economic, political and civil society agents; and the
factor incomes and relational rents that relational transactions produce.
Today, relational transactions are the rule, not the exception, in modern
economies and their global value creation networks. Given its scope and
focus, this book will appeal to scholars of economics, economic sociology,
organisational studies and related fields.
Striving for Wealth and Power Springer Nature
Contrary to dominant narratives which portray East European politics as a
pendulum swing between democracy and authoritarianism, conventionally
defined in terms of an ahistorical cultural geography of East vs. West, this
book analyzes post-socialist transformation as part of the long downturn of
the post-WWII global capitalist cycle. Based on an empirical comparison of
two countries with significantly different political regimes throughout the
period, Hungary and Romania, this study shows how different
constellations of successive late socialist and post-socialist regimes have
managed internal and external class relations throughout the same global
crisis process, from very similar positions of semi-peripheral, post-socialist
systemic integration. Within this context, the book follows the role of social
movements since the 1970s, paying attention both to the level of differences
between local integration regimes and to the level of structural similarities
of global integration. The analysis maintains a special focus on
movements’ class composition and inter-class relationships and the
specific position of middle-class politics in movements.
The Political Economy of Innovation Springer
This timely book explores economic, political, social, and cultural impacts
of the COVID-19. It aims to reveal a future world shaped by the
worldwide pandemic. The main content of this book is divided into 5 parts:
the pandemic—a short sketch of the pandemic through 2020, the
acceleration of the global power transition: from East to West, comparison
between authoritarian and democratic in the pandemic era, global
international organizations under the COVID-19 influence, and regional
international organizations under the COVID-19 influence. In addition,
this book also analyzes the impacts from two aspects: the changes of the
world order and the repercussions for international organizations and
globalization. Three questions will be focused: How the pandemic has
changed the existing world order? What the new post-pandemic world
order will be? How international cooperation has been affected and will be
affected? This book is a comprehensive study that investigates the impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic and the political implication on international
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organizations. It would not only inspire readers to think about impacts of the
outbreak of COVID-19 from economic and political perspectives, but also
encourage readers to have a deeper understanding of the global political
pattern and potential changes of world order after the pandemic.
Therefore, the intended readership not only includes the academics but also
includes pro-academics. The academic audiences include university and
college scholars (especially those majoring in history, political sciences,
economics, and international relations), teachers, and administrative staff at
the undergraduate, graduate, postgraduate, and Ph.D. levels, as well as
study centers and research institutes and campus and public libraries. The
pro-academic groups include civil servants, especially scholarly bureaucrats
and technocrats; white collar and middle-class citizens interested in reading,
especially those interested in and concerned about current affairs; and
international business elites. The most important feature of this book is that
it points out the COVID-19 pandemic has been shaping the world order. It
also shows in the coming post-pandemic world, the United States would
maintain the position of superpower while the still rising China is likely to
share some responsibilities in constructing a new multi-polar world with US
and other powers. The prevailing of unilateralism will heavily constrain the
role of international organizations.
China and the Global Political Economy Palgrave Macmillan
This is the first book-length empirical study of free zones (FZs) in
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. The volume
systematically illustrates the development processes behind FZs
in Gulf Arab states and assesses the impact of these commercial
entities on regional integration, global trade and investment
trends, and the Gulf’s foreign relations. In the process, the
work maps how economic strategies involving FZs evolve
alongside varying levels of resource availability and state
capacity on a local level while also revealing how development
paths in Gulf Arab states are linked to regional and global
accumulation circuits. FZ development is an under-examined
topic in the wider literature on the Gulf. The empirical findings
and theoretical implications of the work therefore offer an
original contribution to prevailing political economy discussions
concerning the Gulf region.
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